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. [ The Writings of Buffon.

The systematic classification of _animals (as
By the flame of his genius he so transfused
well as plants) owes much to the Swedish the old folk-legends and ceremonies of the
naturalist, Linnreus (1707-78). The French ancient Iranians that from them emerged one
zoologist, Bu:ffon (1707-78}, who was a man of of the noblest of the ancient religions. Called
more philosophical mind, created a popular Zoroastrianism after its founder, this faith
interest in the subject by his graceful writings;· spread until, when the Persian empire was
and also opened up new fields and led the way at its height, it was held by most of the inhabiin some matters of great importance. His tants of western Asia and Asia Minor. Its
countryman, Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), laid followers have since dwindled, until now they
the foundation of the comparative study of number only about 100,000, chiefly in India,
the structure of animals (comparative mor- where they are known as Parsees.
phology); and another countryman, Lamarck
Forces of Good and Evil
(1744 1829), was the most noteworthy of the
Seeing the ceaseless struggle going on in the
predecessors of Darwin .
world, Zoroaster thought of life as a battle, in
Microscopic study of animal tissues by which the forces of good and evil were struggling
Theodore Schwann (1810-82) founded the for the mastery. At the head of · the forces
science of histology and led to the establishment of good he placed Ahura Mazda or Ormuzd,
of the cell theory (see Cell). The study of representing light, life, health and . strength,
embryology, or the development of the in- truth, and all that is goo~. Ahriman repredividual organism, was founded by von Baer sented darkness, the destructive forces of
(1792-1876), and at the same time the founda- nature, death, deceit, evil of all kinds. Ahura
tions of animal physiology were laid by · Mazda was aided by holy spirits or angels,
while on the side of Ahriman were ranged
Johannes Miiller (1801-58).
evil demons. In the end Ahura Mazda would
Doctrine of O~ganic Evolution
•
Zoology up to 1860 was th·u s the product of triumph ; but every man, Zoroaste:r; taught,
the concurrent growth of knowledge in regard must fight on one side or the other, and he
to these subjects the structure of animals will receive reward or punjshment hereafter
(morphology), their development (embryology}, according to his choice.
· and their vital activities (physiology). Then
Fire, the purest of _the elements and the
an additional element was introduced which symbol of the spirit, played an important part
has illuminated the whole field the doctrine in the Zoroastrian worship, though the followers
of organic evolution, as set forth by Darwin of the pure religion, at least, were not really
in 1859. (See Darwin, Charles Robert ; "Fire Worshippers," as they have sometimes
Evolution.)
·
been termed. Their doctrines and teachings,
From that time the study of zoology has as embodied in their sacred book called the
been dominated by the idea of evolution, Avesta or Zend-Avesta, show that their ideal
and animals and plants have been studied of religious and moral life was a high one.
broadly in the light of their ancestral history. It is summed up in the phrase, " goed thoughts,
Progress is dependent still upon adva~ce in good words, good deeds.''
anatomy, physiology, and embryology, but
Rigorous Rules of the Magi
the point of view from which the facts are
The magi were the priestly and learned caste
considered has been changed. (See Animal o . he ancient Iranians, and Zoroaster laid down
Kingdom.)
r orous rules for their manner of life, which
The study of animal structure, or morphology, together ' was to be of the simplest and severest type.
with that of microscopic anatomy (histology) and
But in the course of th~ centuries they became
embryology, makes up what is called structural zoology.
mere strolling jugglers and soothsayers, and
The general description and classification of animals
it is from the arts they were supposed to
is systematic zoology, or taxonomy. · The geographical
practice that we acquired our. modern word
distribution of animals has been widely studied and
raised to the rank of a special department. Standing
"magic."
co-ordinate with the great field of morphology is
The term "magi" came to be applied to
physiology, which, broadly speaking, concerns itself
Oriental sages generally, and specifically it
with the vital processes of all living organisms. Studies
denotes the three Wise Men of the East,
of the mental powers and the mental phenomena in
animals lead to animal psychology, which may fairly
who came to worship at the manger where the
) be corurldered a part of zoology.
infant Jesus lay.
ZOROASTER. Far back in the misty past,
After the time of Alexander the Great
perhaps a thousand years before the birth of Zoroastrianism gradually declined. It received
Christ, when the ancestors of the Medes and its death-blow in the middle of .the 7th century
Persians were still a wandering shepherd people, A.D. with the Mohammedan invasion, though
a mse man named Zoroaster (Zarath"\lstra) in a few remote districts and especially in India
it lingered on for some time.
founded a new religion.
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